HALF DAY PACKAGE
IDR 350,000 net / pax
Benefits Include:
• Usage of meeting room for 4 hours
• One time coffee break with 2 kinds of snack
• One time Lunch or Dinner

FULL DAY PACKAGE
IDR 450,000 net / pax
Benefits Include:
• Usage of meeting room for 8 hours
• Two times coffee break with 2 kinds of snack
• One time Lunch or Dinner

FULL DAY + DINNER PACKAGE
IDR 550,000 net / pax
Benefits Include:
• Usage of meeting room for 12 hours
• Two times coffee break with 2 kinds of snack
• One time Lunch and Dinner

FULLBOARD PACKAGE
Single Occupant
IDR 1,500,000 net / pax
Twin Occupant
IDR 950,000 net / pax
Benefits Include:
• Usage of meeting room
• One Superior room based on twin share include breakfast
• Two times coffee break with 2 kinds of snack
• One time Lunch and Dinner

COFFEE BREAK
Package 1
IDR 180,000 net / pax
Package 2
IDR 300,000 net / pax
Benefits Include:
• Usage of meeting room for 2.5 hours (Package 1) or 5 hours (Package 2)
• One time coffee break with 2 kinds of snack (Package 1) or Two Times (Package 2)

LUNCH OR DINNER
IDR 325,000 net / pax
Benefits Include:
• Usage of meeting room for 3 hours

ADDITIONAL RENTAL EQUIPMENT
LCD rental IDR 1,500,000 net
Flip chart IDR 150,000 net
Clip on IDR 250,000 net
Screen 3x4 IDR 1,000,000 net
Additional Internet Starts from IDR 2,500,000 net

All the above rates include:
Meeting kits, candy & mineral water for each delegate, Sound system (microphone, wireless)
Screen, White board, Flip Chart, Telephone extension at meeting room and Reception table

• Private buffet lunch or dinner minimum guarantee 50 pax • Set Menu will be applied with minimum guarantee 100 persons
• Minimum guarantee 10 pax for all meeting packages • All the above rates include of 21% all taxes and service charge

MILLENIUM HOTEL SIRIH JAKARTA
Jalan Fachrudin 3, 10250 Jakarta, Indonesia
Facebook Millennium Hotel Sirih Jakarta   Instagram @millenniumjkt   Twitter @millenniumhotelsirihjakarta